
To whom it may concern

	 Diane Matson has been starring in a motion picture production of mine this summer of 1999. Her role is complex: a 
victimized wife who eventually becomes a lonely, fearsome murderess tormented by her past. Although we are still in the 
process of shooting this production, the challenging scenes that we set out to do together have been fulfilling.

	 I recommend Diane to other producers and directors of motion pictures based on the following reasons:

	 	 ·  From before her audition, Diane has been enthusiastic about the project and determined to do her very 	
	 	 best. I realized this after she came to the audition prepared with several ways to perform her role. She had 	
	 	 already done an extensive analysis of her characterwell before she even know if she would get the part. 	
	 	 And it paid off.

	 	 ·  Diane has remained committed to the project and fully understands the patience necessary as the crew 	
	 	 work hard on the set and as I work on  the production overall.

	 	 ·  Diane stays flexible during shooting. She is prepared to perform her role as practiced but eager to make 	
	 	 adjustments at the drop of a hat. As I scan through the dailies, I have also noticed that her performances 	
	 	 have remained consistent throughout every take.

	 	 ·  Diane has been honest about her availability and her physical limits. Enough said.

	 I am intrigued that Diane goes 'above and beyond' her role as an actor. At various times she has recommended 
industry contacts and has always kept a vision on the final outcome of the project (not merely points in between), a trait 
inherent in professional actors and directors alike. More than once, I have mentioned to Diane that she provides "the most I 
could ask for", and I mean it. Definitely consider her for your productions; I'm thankful that I have.

     	 	 	 	 	 	 	  Sincerely,

      	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Jaime Kenagy

      	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Director & Producer
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